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Estimating the 3D pose of a hand is an essential part
of human-computer interaction. Estimating 3D pose using
depth or multi-view sensors has become easier with recent
advances in computer vision, however, regressing pose from
a single RGB image is much less straightforward. The main
difficulty arises from the fact that 3D pose requires some
form of depth estimates, which are ambiguous given only
an RGB image. In this paper we propose a new method for
3D hand pose estimation from a monocular image through a
novel 2.5D pose representation. Our new representation es-
timates pose up to a scaling factor, which can be estimated
additionally if a prior of the hand size is given. We implic-
itly learn depth maps and heatmap distributions with a novel
CNN architecture. Our system achieves the state-of-the-art
estimation of 2D and 3D hand pose on several challenging
datasets in presence of severe occlusions.

An overview of the proposed approach can be seen in
Fig. 1a. Given an RGB image I of a hand, our goal is to es-
timate the 2D and 3D positions of all the K = 21 keypoints
of the hand. We define the 2D hand pose as p = {pk}k∈K
and 3D pose as P = {Pk}k∈K , where pk = (xk, yk) ∈ R2

represents the 2D pixel coordinates of the keypoint k in im-
age I and Pk = (Xk, Yk, Zk) ∈ R3 denotes the location of
the keypoint in the 3D camera coordinate frame measured
in millimeters. The Z-axis corresponds to the optical axis.
Given the intrinsic camera parameters K, the relationship
between the 3D location Pk and corresponding 2D projec-
tion pk can be written as follows under a perspective pro-
jection:
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where k ∈ 1, . . .K, Zroot is the depth of the root keypoint,
and Zr

k = Zk − Zroot corresponds to the depth of the kth

keypoint relative to the root. In this work we use palm of
the hand as the root keypoint.

Given an image I, we need to have a function F , such
that F : I → P, and the estimated 3D hand pose P can
be projected to 2D with the camera parameters K. How-
ever, predicting the absolute 3D hand pose in camera coor-
dinates is infeasible due to irreversible geometry and scale
ambiguities. We, therefore, choose a 2.5D pose represen-
tation which can be recovered from a 2D image without

ambiguity, and provide a solution to recover the 3D pose
from the 2.5D representation. We define the 2.5D pose as
P2.5D

k = {P 2.5D
k }k∈K , where P 2.5D

k = (xk, yk, Z
r
k). The

coordinates xk and yk are the image pixel coordinates of the
kth keypoint and Zr

k is its metric depth relative to the root
keypoint. Moreover, in order to remove the scale ambigui-

ties, we scale-normalize the 3D pose as P̂ =
C

s
·P, where

s = ‖Pn − Pparent(n)‖2 is computed for each 3D pose in-
dependently. This results in a normalized 3D pose P̂ with
a constant distance C between a specific pair of keypoints
(n, parent(n)). Subsequently, our normalized 2.5D repre-
sentation for keypoint k becomes P̂ 2.5D

k = (xk, yk, Ẑ
r
k).

Such a normalized 2.5D representation has several advan-
tages: it allows to effectively exploit image information; it
enables dense pixel-wise prediction; it allows us to perform
multi-task learning so that multiple sources of training data
can be used; and finally it allows us to devise an approach to
exactly recover the absolute 3D pose up to a scaling factor.

Given a 2.5D pose P̂2.5D = F(I), we need to find the
depth Ẑroot of the root keypoint to reconstruct the scale nor-
malized 3D pose P̂ using Equation (1). While there exists
many 3D poses that can have the same 2D projection, given
the 2.5D pose and intrinsic camera parameters, there exists
a unique 3D pose that satisfies

(X̂n − X̂m)2 + (Ŷn − Ŷm)2 + (Ẑn − Ẑm)2 = C2, (2)

where (n, m = parent(n)) is the pair of keypoints used
for pose normalization above. The equation above can be
rewritten in terms of the 2D projections (xn, yn), (xm, ym)
and Zn = (Ẑroot + Ẑr

n), Zm = (Ẑroot + Ẑr
m). This leads

to a quadratic equation with the following coefficients

a = (xn − xm)2 + (yn − ym)2

b = Ẑr
n(x2

n + y2
n − xnxm − ynym)

+ Ẑr
m(x2

m + y2
m − xnxm − ynym) (3)

c = (xnẐ
r
n − xmẐr

m)2 + (ynẐ
r
n − ymẐr

m)2

+ (Ẑr
n − Ẑr

m)2 − C2.

This gives two values for the unknown variable Zroot, one
in front of the camera and one behind the camera. We
choose the solution in front of the camera Ẑroot = 0.5(−b+√
b2 − 4ac)/a. Given the value of Zroot, P̂2.5D, and the in-

trinsic camera parameters K, the scale normalized 3D pose
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(a) Overview of the proposed approach. Given an image of a hand, the proposed CNN
architecture produces latent 2.5D heatmaps containing the latent 2D heatmaps H∗2D and
latent depth maps H∗ẑ . The latent 2D heatmaps are converted to probability maps H2D

using softmax normalization. The depth maps H ẑ are obtained by multiplying the latent
depth maps H∗ẑ with the 2D heatmaps. The 2D pose p is obtained by applying spatial
softargmax on the 2D heatmaps, whereas the normalized depth values Ẑr are obtained
by the summation of depth maps. The final 3D pose is then estimated by the proposed
approach for reconstructing 3D pose from 2.5D.

(b) An example of the heatmaps obtained
using the proposed latent heatmap regres-
sion approach. We can see how the pro-
posed method automatically learns the
spread separately for each keypoint, i.e.,
very peaky for finger-tips while a bit
wider for the palm.

can be reconstructed by back-projecting the 2D pose p us-
ing Eq. (1).

In order to regress the 2.5D pose P̂2.5D from an RGB
image of the hand, we learn the function F using a CNN.
For this, we propose a novel and compact heatmap represen-
tation, which we refer to as 2.5D heatmaps. It consists of
2D heatmapsH2D for keypoint localization and depth maps
H ẑr

for depth predictions. While the 2D heatmapH2D
k rep-

resents the likelihood of the kth keypoint at each pixel loca-
tion, the depth map H ẑr

k provides the scale normalized and
root-relative depth prediction for the corresponding pixels.
This representation of depth maps is scale and translation
invariant and remains consistent across similar hand poses,
therefore, it is significantly easier to be learned using CNNs.

The 2.5D heatmap representation should be adapted for
each keypoint, e.g., heatmaps should be very peaky for
finger-tips while relatively wide for the palm. Therefore,
we propose a latent representation of 2.5D heatmaps, i.e.,
the CNN learns the optimal representation by minimizing a
loss function in a differentiable way.

To this end, we consider the 2K channel output of the
CNN as latent variables H∗2Dk and H∗ẑ

r

k for 2D heatmaps
and depth maps, respectively. We then apply spatial softmax
normalization to 2D heatmap H∗2Dk of each keypoint k to
convert it to a probability map

H2D
k (p) =

exp(βkH
∗2D
k (p))∑

p′∈Ω exp(βkH∗2Dk (p′))
, (4)

where Ω is the set of all pixel locations in the input map
H∗2Dk , and βk is the learnable parameter that controls
the spread of the output heatmaps H2D. Finally, the 2D
keypoint position of the kth keypoint is obtained as the
weighted average of the 2D pixel coordinates as,

pk =
∑
p∈Ω

H2D
k (p) · p, (5)
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Figure 2: Qualitative Results. The proposed approach can
handle severe occlusions, complex hand articulations, and
unconstrained images taken from the wild.

while the corresponding depth value is obtained as the sum-
mation of the Hadamard product of H2D

k (p) and H∗ẑ
r

k (p)
as follows

Ẑr
k =

∑
p∈Ω

H2D
k (p) ◦H∗ẑ

r

k (p). (6)

A pictorial representation of this process can be seen in
Fig. 1a. The operation in Eq. (5) is known as soft-argmax in
the literature [1]. Note that the computation of both the 2D
keypoint location and the corresponding depth value is fully
differentiable. Hence the network can be trained end-to-
end, while generating latent 2.5D heatmap representation.
An example of the implicitly learned latent heatmaps can
be seen in Fig. 1b.

We evaluate the proposed method on five public datasets
and demonstrate state-of-the-art performance. More details
and experimental evaluations can be found in [2]
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